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Post-punk drummer, dark romantic, dandy of 
disillusion? The poetry of Menno Wigman 
 
“Far and away the best poet of his generation”1. This was the reaction of fellow Dutch poet 
Ingmar Heytze to Menno Wigman’s 1997 debut volume, s’ Zomers stinken alle steden (All 
Cities Stink in Summer). The recognition has continued. Wigman’s second collection, Zwart 
als kaviaar (Black as Caviar), won him the Netherlands’ coveted Jan Campert poetry prize in 
2001. Now, five more collections have followed, plus a two-year tenure as City Poet for 
Central Amsterdam, and the 2015 triennial A Roland Holst prize for his poetic oeuvre. Menno 
Wigman’s reputation is assured as one of the Netherlands’ leading poets. And as perhaps his 
country’s most exciting poet in terms of form: “a craftsman who knows what he wants”, in the 
words of poet Alfred Schaffer.  
 There’s a back-story to this. It’s no coincidence that Wigman, the master of pulsing, 
post-modern poetic rhythms, was a drummer in a late-70s teenage punk band. Still in his teens, 
he also edited a zine about music and anti-establishment politics. Here he not only wrote most 
of the articles, but also increasingly included his own poems. And several self-published 
collections followed before his work appeared with leading Amsterdam literary publisher Bert 
Bakker in 1997.  
Wigman’s vision, especially in his earlier poems, may seem post-punk – harsh but 
stylish, modern, urban. His work, however, is rooted in a longer and wider poetic tradition. He 
has published several anthologies of Dutch poetry, and in poems and interviews he references 
20th-century master poets Hendrik Marsman and J. Slauerhoff. The latter, in fact, supplied the 
epigraph for Rien ne va plus in this English-language collection. Moreover, Wigman has 
translated several volumes of 19th and 20th-century poetry: Rainer Maria Rilke, Leopold 
Andrian and Else Lasker-Schüler from German. Plus, tellingly for his own work, Charles 
Baudelaire and Gérard de Nerval from French. In 1998 he also published a collection of French 
decadent poetry: Wees altijd dronken! (Always be drunk!).  
In a 2001 interview, Eric Brus asked Wigman if he would call himself a romantic 
decadent. Perhaps – but more a “dark romantic” in the 19th-century sense, came the reply: 
 
                                                 
1 Translations from Dutch reviews are mine. 
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I’ve long been fascinated by 19th-century French ‘decadent’ poets, like Jean Lorrain, Jules 
Laforgue and especially Charles Baudelaire. […] I think I have a similar feeling about the present 
day as the French poets then: the feeling of living in an end-time. […] It’s a faster time than ever, 
but not a very rich one. And yet: there’s a huge variety of pleasures available everywhere, and 
that’s not easy to dodge. A lot of my poems are about pleasure and its ultimate consequences. The 
glass is drained, and what are you left with? […] You can also see it as a battle against the drudgery 
that life’s always threatening to become. 
 
Baudelaire was also known as a dandy. For Baudelaire, dandyism was not just the pursuit 
of perfection, but also “the burning desire to create a personal form of originality”, to “combat 
and destroy triviality”2. In a similar sense, Wigman was called “the dandy of disillusion” by 
Erik Jan Harmens, reviewing Wigman’s 2009 collection De droefenis van copyrettes (The 
Melancholy of Copy Centers). I’m not totally comfortable with the dandy label. Baudelaire 
notwithstanding, it has a nuance of unseriousness – and Wigman’s work is far from unserious. 
Wigman is, however, a perfectionist. In a 2004 interview with Annette van den Bosch, he 
reported that he typically produces a 1–2 couplets in a writing session, and works for months 
– even up to a year – on one poem. And combating the trivial is one of Wigman’s poetic 
purposes. Or rather, trying to combat the tragic of the commonplace, by exposing it to the 
reader’s gaze – though he knows full well he cannot destroy it. In this he seems closer to 
Baudelaire the dissectionist of the human state than to Baudelaire the detached dandy. So, on 
the one hand, Wigman calls out the truly trivial, such as the “kilograms / of lifeless hours” 
spent watching TV in Telefunken. On the other hand, he doesn't flinch from the everyday 
awfulness of an aging mother losing her mind in Room 421, or a dying father losing his body 
in Growing up.  
When Wigman’s first mainstream volume appeared, in 1997, he had just turned thirty. 
Though its poems have a young person’s directness, these are no juvenilia. They already have 
a tone of ennui, of spleen – as in Laura, where love only comes true when the lover is absent. 
In the recent poem When I Started Writing, he hints at how a cluster of tough life events in the 
mid-1990s, while he was writing his mainstream debut volume, gave this volume an 
earnestness of purpose:  
  
  Death was tugging at the door of my car 
 
                                                 
2 The Painter of Modern Life (1863), tr. P.E. Charvet. 
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and I woke with a start, defenceless in a white ward. 
That was when I kicked Beauty off my lap and got 
a grim second wind and played my opening chord. 
 
This earnestness of purpose, coupled with punchy accessibility of style, continued to power 
the collections that followed. Wigman is unafraid to tackle the grimmer sides of life. Yet, 
however unflinching his gaze may be, he rarely writes grim poems. A key reason is their 
wryness of tone, as in his vision of a drowned Holland after global warming: 
 
  a village church floats through 
the water, fish make their homes in city squares, 
a wet grey sea from Utrecht to The Hague. 
 
Instead, what strikes the reader of his poems most is their incisive originality of insight – in 
Harmens’s words, the “fresh, but raw wind” that Wigman brings to contemporary poetry.  
Typically, the viewpoint is first-person, that of the ‘implied poet’. That is, the poet as 
protagonist in the poem’s drama, whose persona and history may or may not overlap with the 
poet who actually wrote the poem. As for what the protagonist looks at, a key theme is the 
inevitability of aging (To my Dick) and death (To the Bottom) – one of poetry’s oldest topics, 
stretching back to Gilgamesh and beyond. But Wigman’s themes are wider than this, spanning 
the spectrum of the modern, urban human condition. New love (Promesse de Bonheur), for 
instance, amid the shades of old loves (Big-City). Chronic backache (Pain). Panic attacks 
(Revelation in H&M). Religion and godlessness in a multicultural society (Old West). Mass 
shootings (Herostratos). Copy centres (In Conclusion) and clapped-out TVs (Telefunken). And 
poetry-writing itself (Misunderstanding, The way of all books) 
In all these poems there is a subtle but strong sense of social commitment. This is not a 
call for action, but a simple human sympathy for the lonely or the alienated, the drunk or the 
aging. This is shown most strongly in the ‘Lonely Funeral’ orations (see Translator’s Preface 
and Notes). These are moving precisely because they break with the pious conventions of 
funeral poems: 
 
  Call it tragedy, rhythm, rhyme – 
time, that dirty carnivore, ensures an end 
 that stinks. But she’s asleep at last, asleep. 
So cover her up, make sure her weary feet 
 don’t need to tread the streets again. 
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 Turning from content to sound, what strikes the Dutch reader is the energetic, musical 
force of Wigman’s verse – a force that David Colmer has rightly, and successfully, striven to 
recreate in his English translations. This concern with sound patterns – that is, poetic form – 
is quite unusual in modern Dutch poetry. Conventional 21st-century free verse this isn’t. It is 
good for reading out loud, though, and fits well with the poems’ accessible diction. But 
Wigman does not see himself as a performance poet. As he told Van den Bosch, “I judge a 
poet first and foremost on their text, and only afterwards on their performance”. His poems’ 
sound, in fact, is as carefully crafted as their content. And as with his content, Wigman does 
not follow traditional sound forms, but references, riffs and reshapes them.  
Crucial to this musical force is Wigman’s use of rhythm. “You write poetry with a drum-
kit in your head”, a fellow poet once told him. “I’m obsessed with metre”, he said to Van den 
Bosch – “good use of metre has a suction effect, it drags the reader through the poem, as it 
were.” Sometimes Wigman’s lines are regular, but they just as often vary an underlying metric 
theme, as in this iambic tetrameter-pentameter alternation: 
 
Gelukkig, ze is weg. Nu zal ze 
 helemaal en meer nog dan ze denkt 
de mijne zijn. Nu zal ze nogmaals 
 
Colmer’s translations give a similar mix of theme and variations – rather than a line-by-line 
replication, which would be both unnecessary and fiendishly difficult to write. Thus Colmer’s 
English versions of these lines are just as strongly iambic, but with different line-lengths than 
the Dutch: 
 
Thank God, she’s gone. Now she’s 
completely mine, more so than she 
could ever guess, and it’s a certainty  
 
 In terms of verse form, Wigman’s 14-15 line poems, complete with ‘volta’, or sudden 
twist of sense, echo the sonnets of his 19th-century predecessors: To my Dick, for instance. 
Occasionally, he references more complex forms. Thus Hotel Night is a pantoum, where one 
verse’s lines 2 and 4 become the next verse’s lines 1 and 3. Sonnets are structured by rhyme. 
Wigman’s poems, however, do not so much use rhyme-schemes as allude to them with half-
rhymes and assonance, and occasionally with full rhymes. Colman’s English versions often 
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make similar allusions. In Growing Up, for instance, both the Dutch and English make similar 
use of half-rhyme: 
 
het huis waar ik voor vriendschap heb bedankt. 
Maar nu mijn vader aan vijf slangen hangt  
 
the house whose warmth and friendship I refused. 
But now my father’s plugged into five tubes 
 
Other binding forces in Wigman’s verse, and in Colmer’s translations, are alliteration and 
internal rhyme. In the lines just quoted, the Dutch v- and -ang- motifs are reflected in the 
English f- and -ou- motifs.  
Translators of poems, especially formally-crafted poems like Wigman’s, inevitably have 
to navigate between the twin pulls of recreating the original’s poetic form and its semantic 
meanings. There is no best course to take: translators’ preferences differ. Colmer’s preference, 
as he explains in his preface, is to try to convey both, but to avoid going all out for rhythm if 
that means warping the meaning. He believes, however, in using other means to get poetic 
effects across: replacing rhythm with vowel-rhyme, for example.  
A challenge for all translators is how to convey real-world items, names and concepts 
specific to the original writer’s home world. If translated literally, these risk meaning little to 
the translation’s reader. But, unlike in prose, the tight space of a poetic line leaves no room for 
explaining. Hence translating creatively is the only way to keep the all-important allusions and 
nuances. At this, Colmer is the master. To give just one example, from Big-City: 
 
  met Sander sliep 
ze in Berlijn, met Jean, met Stein…  
 
  she slept 
with Sander in Berlin, with Rick, with Jim…  
 
If Colmer had simply kept “Jean” and “Stein”, an English reader might have stopped short to 
work out their gender. Transforming them to “Rick” and “Jim” makes this clear, thus keeping 
the reading flow. It also gives a triple -i- vowel-rhyme to echo Wigman’s full rhyme between 
“Berlijn” and “Stein”.  
What’s important when translating poetry is not to slavishly reproduce surface 
semantics. It is to recreate poetic meaning. That involves analysing, or simply sensing, the 
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poet’s own mix of semantics, allusion and sound – and then remixing it with new ingredients 
from a new language. Wigman’s poetry is a powerful brew in Dutch. Remixed in Colmer’s 
English, it’s heady stuff too. 
 
Francis R. Jones 
Northumberland, July 2016 
 
 
